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Renfert extends the product range for digital workflows with the first CAD/CAM material.
EASY blank wax – the blank for state-of-the-art hybrid workflows
Many have the impression, that dental restorations are now all produced using full digital
workflows. However, a day in a German dental laboratory paints a very different picture.
Yes, the CAD/CAM technology is well established, however, conventional casting and
pressing techniques are still being used regularly. For this reason, Renfert has extended its
range of products for digital manufacturing with the EASY blank wax for the hybrid processing techniques CAD/Cast and CAD/Press.
The new EASY blank wax is available from February 2020. The blue blank is available in the
usual diameter of 98.5 mm with a 10 mm groove and in sizes 14 and 20 mm in height. In
the hybrid workflow, the restoration is first constructed efficiently using the CAD software
and then milled from the EASY blank wax. The material – not, in fact, wax, but a modern
acrylic material – can be processed flexibly in the usual manner. The coordinated material
composition means that the material removed during milling forms small chips, which do
not stick to the tool; this ensures a high degree of processing reliability. Standard strategies provide precise milling results that are characterized by very smooth surfaces and
high edge stability. The homogeneous material burns-out completely residue-free, which
means that the milled pattern can be used for casting techniques and for pressing full-ceramic restorations. The outstanding product characteristics of the EASY blank wax allow
perfectly fitting restorations to be produced with an excellent surface quality.
Since 1925, the name Renfert stands for intelligent solutions and reliable service. The
company slogan, “making work easy”, is already successfully implemented within the
CAD/CAM market with high-performance suction units, special separating discs, polishing accessories, etc. Now, the EASY blank wax is available as the first material blank in the
well-proven Renfert “made in Germany” quality.
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Fig. : EASY blank wax – Renfert quality for CAD/Cast and CAD/Press techniques.
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